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Document 78:
Iraq Republic
Tameem Governorate
(Secret Correspondence)

 NO: 17/14707
Date: 15/12/1997

Secret – Personal
TO / North Committee

Subject / Kirkuk Arabiazation
The results of General Population Enumeration of 1997 in our Governorate, revealed that
Arabic proportion in the Governorate is 73% and Arab proportion in Kirkuk city is 58%. To
increase Arab proportion in Kirkuk City distinct the follows:
1. The total sum of Costum recourses specialized for Suliamania Control planning Office in

our Governorate from 27/3/1997 till 30/11/1997, is (102,847,120,2) dinars.
2.  Already, the President instructed the Rebuilding and Population Ministry to build houses

of low cost in Governorate after the deal with the citizens, we encouraged this idea and we
arranged with Al- Mansour Company for Contracts, to prepare designs for some houses,
the cost of the house was between (3,175,000) Million and (4,530,000) million. According
to the attached maps, but no one contract with Population Ministry to buy above houses
after advertisement in Newspaper and TV. Because they do not trust Iraqi Market
Stability.

3. According to the above mentioned and to attract Arabs to Kirkuk city we suggest the
follows:

a. Specialize the mentioned sum from the (1) article to establish houses of low cost in
Kirkuk City.

b. To build population units near resident houses that exists a big proportion of other
minorities if in occupied lands were provided, and if they were not provided so to
establish in any other occupied land of the city.

c. Distribute the houses that established in the city on the delegated Arabs and according to
the Revolution Command Council of 42 in 1986.

4. In case if the agreement upon the contents of (3) article this will achieve the follows:
a. Attract great number of Arabs to live in Kirkuk city and this will achieve augmenting of

Arabic proportion in it.
b. Employ big proportion of Idle working people now.
c. To charge the population Ministry Company and industrial Military to implement the job.

To see please and your ascribing….
With Regards

General
Aiad Ftaih Khalefa
Tameem Governor

15/12/1997
Accompaniment:
7 designs
1advertisement
Copy to:
 - Tameem – Salah Al- Deen – Suliamania Governorate Arrangements. To see please

with Regards.
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